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Fan control box for computer Darkflash RC2 RGB PWM + remote

Darkflash RC2 PWM Controller Module
The Darkflash PWM controller  module is  equipped with several  ARGB and PWM ports.  It  supports  up to 14 lighting effects  and can be
synchronized with the motherboard.  It  allows you to control  the temperature and the fan speed. It  is  also user-friendly and extremely
durable.
 
Reliable control
The module allows you to control the temperature and the speed of the fan. If you want to use this capability, please select the PMW/FG
port. The PMW port only supports the PMW signal.
 
14 lighting effects
Give your  computer  a  unique character.  The controller  supports  up to  14 lighting effects.  You can switch them to  PC mode using the
RESET port. This will allow you to synchronize them with an external signal.
 
Many ports available
The device is equipped with multiple ports. It offers 6 ARGB ports, 5 PWM ports, and PWM/FG, RESET, MBPWM, and SYNC ports. It also
has a SATA port with which you can connect the controller's power source.
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Capable of synchronizing with motherboard
The product supports ASUS MSI GIGABYTE and ASROCK. It is also possible to synchronize the lighting effects with other A-RGB products
through the motherboard. The controller is compatible with 5V/3 Pin A-RGB ports. Not compatible with 12V/4 Pin ports.
 
In the box
Controller
PWM cable 500mm (female / female)
ARGB cable 500 mm
Adhesive gum 
Brand
Darkflash
Model
RC2
Compatibility
5V / 3 Pin ports
Ports
RESET,
MBPWM,
SYNC,
PWM / FG,
ARGB x6,
PWM x5
Weight
0.07kg

Preço:

€ 11.00

Jogos, Other
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